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Includes new books by
Andrea Camilleri
Peter Corris
Christopher Fowler

DARK ROOMS
ANOLIK, Lili
Grace spent her teenage years playing catch-up with her younger
but cooler sister, Nica. Chasing and yet never quite catching up.
So when Nica is murdered, Grace is cast adrift until it becomes
clear to her that she must track down her sister’s killer - and in
doing so, uncover the secrets she never knew her sister kept.
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

Camilla Lackberg

SOUP LOVER’S MYSTERY 04:
LADLE TO THE GRAVE

Asa Larsson

ARCHER, Connie
Mystery

Louise Welsh
Robert Wilson
Jacqueline Winspear
...and many others
All the books in this catalogue are
new books due for release
in March 2015.

PBK

TP

$19.95

$29.99

THE GHOST RUNNER
BILAL, Parker
It is 2002 and as tanks roll into the West Bank and the reverberations
of 9/11 echo across the globe, tensions are running high on Cairo’s
streets. Private Investigator Makana, in exile from his native Sudan
and increasingly haunted by memories of the wife and daughter he
lost, is shaken out of his grief when a routine surveillance job leads
him to the murder of a teenage girl. The next in this excellent series
is The Burning Gates (TP, $24.99).
Mystery
PBK
$14.99

Because they are new books, we are
at the whim of the publishers and to
some extent the shipping companies books can sometimes arrive later (or
earlier) than anticipated, or
occasionally be a different retail price
than originally quoted. Because space
is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books, and prices are
subject to change without notice.

LONELY GRAVES

Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out - ASAP!

AMISH MYSTERIES 04:
SUSPENDERED SENTENCE

If a book has sold-out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order
and supply when available.

FLAVIA DE LUCE 06: THE DEAD IN THEIR
VAULTED ARCHES

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of
books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy to
order anything if we don’t have it on
the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you
can post, phone, fax or e-mail your
order. We accept Bankcard,
Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and
Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage within
Australia is: 1 -2 paperbacks (up to
500 grams), $7.95.
2-10 paperbacks or any trade
paperbacks or hardcovers within
Brisbane is $9.85.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over
500 grams up to 3 kilos), $11.40.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain & Beau
Abbreviations
PBK
TP
HC

used in this catalogue:
= “A” format (standard size) paperback
= “B” & “C” format (oversize) paperback
= Hardcover or cloth binding

BOLT, Britta
In Amsterdam, the Lonely Funerals team exists to make sure that
no one goes to the grave unmourned. Pieter Posthumus takes that
responsibility seriously. So when a young Moroccan immigrant is
found in the Prinsengracht canal in suspicious circumstances,
Posthumus cannot let it go. The police may call it accident or
suicide; he is sure there’s more to it. He takes up the case and
starts digging...an investigation that leads to him getting caught
up in a terror plot and in the way of an elite police unit.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

ENDANGERED
BOX, C.J.
Suspense

BRADFORD, Laura
Mystery

TP

PBK

ONE KICK
CAIN, Chelsea
Suspense

PBK

$19.99

A KILLING WINTER

HELEN GRACE 03: THE DOLL’S HOUSE
ARLIDGE, M.J.
Mystery

creations are the talk of the town, and everyone stops by for a cup of
her refreshing spice tea, even other shopkeepers. But when a
panhandler named Doc shows up dead on the store’s doorstep, a
Seattle Spice Shop cup in his hand, the police arrest one of Pepper’s
staffers, Tory Finch, for murder. The first in a new series.
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

$29.99

THE BEAST IN THE RED FOREST

THE BREWER OF PRESTON

NATURAL REMEDIES 03:
GARDEN OF DEATH

CAMILLERI, Andrea
1870s Sicily. Much to the displeasure of Vigàta’s stubborn populace,
the town has just been unified under the Kingdom of Italy. They’re
now in the hands of a new government they don’t understand, and
they definitely don’t like. Eugenio Bortuzzi has been named Prefect
for Vigàta, a regional representative from the Italian government to
oversee the town. But the rowdy and unruly Sicilians don’t care
much for this rather pompous mainlander nor the mediocre opera
he’s hell-bent on producing in their new municipal theatre. The
Brewer of Preston, it’s called, and the Vigàtese are revving up to
wreak havoc on the performance’s opening night.
Historical fiction
TP
$29.99

BAD SEED
CARTER, Alan
When wealthy property developer Francis Tan and his family are
found slain their mansion, Perth detective Cato Kwong’s
investigation takes him to Shanghai. In a world of spoilt rich kids
and cyber dragons, Cato is about to discover a whole lot more
about the Chinese acquisition of Australian land - about those
who play the game and those who die trying. Cato first appears in
the excellent Prime Cut ($22.99).
Mystery
TP
$29.99

CARVER, Tania
Thriller

TP

$29.99

BORROWED CRIME

BRADLEY, Alan
The presumed death of Harriet de Luce in a mysterious
mountaineering accident in Tibet while Flavia was only a baby
cast a sombre shadow over the family, leaving Colonel de Luce a
broken man and Flavia herself with no memories of her mother.
But now, astonishingly, a specially commissioned train is
bringing Harriet back to Buckshaw. But rather than putting the
past finally to rest, Harriet’s return is set to trigger a further series
of bizarre and deadly events, as a most curious group of
individuals converge on Buckshaw to pay their respects.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

CASS, Laurie
When Minnie loses a grant that was supposed to keep her
bookmobile running, she’s worried her pet project could come to
its final page. But she’s determined to keep her patrons, and her
cat Eddie’s fans, happy and well read. She just needs her boss,
Stephen to see things her way, and make sure he doesn’t see
Eddie. The library director doesn’t exactly know about the
bookmobile’s furry co-pilot. But when a volunteer dies on the
bookmobile’s route, Minnie finds her traveling library in an even
more precarious position. The third in the series, after Lending a
Paw and Tailing a Tabby ($19.95 each).
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

MRS JEFFRIES SERVES AT SIX

TEA SHOP 15: STEEPED IN EVIL

BRIGHTWELL, Emily
Historical mystery omnibus

TP

$32.95

DONOGUHE, Claire
DS Jane Bennett takes charge of South London’s Lewisham
murder squad following the temporary suspension of her boss, DI
Mike Lockyer. His involvement with a female witness resulted in
her murder. Mike returns to work but he’s a shadow of the
detective he was a few months before. Bennett gets a desperate
call from an old friend to say that her husband, retired colleague
Mark Leech, has gone missing. Blood spatters found in the home
suggest that she doesn’t have long to find him.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

CALLAGHAN, Tom
When Inspector Akyl Borubaev of Kyrgyzstan’s Bishkek Murder
Squad arrives at the brutal murder scene of a young woman, all
evidence hints at a sadistic serial killer on the hunt for more prey.
But when the young woman’s father turns out to be a leading
government minister, the pressure is on Borubaev to solve the
case not only quickly but also quietly, by any means possible...
Mystery
TP
$29.99

BRENNAN & ESPOSITO 07: HEARTBREAKER
$19.95

NO PLACE TO DIE

CHILDS, Laura
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

NIGHT HERON

AN EXAGGERATED MURDER

BROOKES, Adam
“A lone man, Peanut, escapes a labour camp in the dead of night,
fleeing across the winter desert of north-west China. Two decades
earlier, he was a spy for the British; now Peanut must disappear on
Beijing’s surveillance-blanketed streets. Desperate and ruthless, he
reaches out to his one-time MI6 paymasters via crusading journalist
Philip Mangan, offering military secrets in return for extraction. But
the secrets prove more valuable than Peanut or Mangan could ever
have known...and not only to the British. Uncover a world of
international secrets in the utterly authentic, unbearably tense
opening novel in a landmark thriller trilogy by BBC Foreign
Correspondent Adam Brookes.” – publisher’s blurb. This is not
hyperbole: Night Heron is wonderful. Highly recommended.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

COOK, Josh
“Trident ‘Trike’ Augustine is a very American, excruciatingly
dysfunctional variant of the ‘consulting investigator’ who’s been
outsmarting criminals and out-thinking authority figures since the
Victorian era. Yet even though this hip, dissolute Sherlock has
managed to put away whole armies of fiends, thieves, psychos
and grifters, Trike’s teeming brain has hit an immobilizing speed
bump: the disappearance of a reclusive billionaire named Joyce…
A beautifully written postmodern novel of deduction that merrily,
wittily blows up its genre’s conventions while at the same time
re-energizing possibilities for the 21st-century detective story.” –
Kirkus Reviews
Mystery
TP
$32.95

THE PRINCE
BRUSCHINI, Vito
“In this remarkable bestselling novel based on a true story, Vito
Bruschini brilliantly narrates the spellbinding life of Prince
Ferdinando Licata, the fictional founding father of the Sicilian Mafia.
Spanning more than two decades, The Prince travels from Sicily to
the Bronx and back as the notorious mafiaso builds his power behind
a veneer of honesty and elegance.” – publisher’s blurb
Fiction
TP
$29.99

CORRIS, Peter
Cliff Hardy is hired by entrepreneur and one-time pistol-shooting
champion Timothy Greenhall to investigate the violent death of
his troubled son. Soon Hardy is pitched into a world of crooked
cops - former members of the Gun Control Unit - outlaw bikies
and honest police trying to quietly clean the stables. Hardy hooks
up with a determined policewoman and forms an unlikely alliance
with a charismatic bikie chief.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

ASSAULT AND PEPPER

VIPER

BUDEWITZ, Leslie
After leaving a dicey marriage and losing her job in a corporate
crash, Pepper Reece has found a new zest for life running a busy
spice and tea shop in Seattle’s Pike Place Market. Her aromatic

DE GIOVANNI, Maurizio
The latest Commissario Ricciardi mystery.
Mystery
TP

GUN CONTROL

$32.95

EASTLAND, Sam
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

GUILTY PARTIES
EDWARDS, Martin (Editor)
The latest Crime Writers’ Association anthology.
Mystery anthology
TP

FIEDLER, Chrystle
Mystery

PBK

$26.95

$19.95

HAUNTED SOUVENIR SHOP 04:
MURDER TIES THE KNOT
FIFIELD, Christy
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

THE CHILD
FITZEK, Sebastian
Wracked with grief after an accident killed his wife and unborn
child, all Marc Lucas wants is to wipe his memory. Until he
returns home one night to find that his key doesn’t fit in the lock
and his wife is alive, well and pregnant - but claims not to
recognise him. Marc is drawn into a nightmare world where it is
impossible to separate reality from fiction.
Thriller
TP
$29.99

THE EXIT
FITZGERALD, Helen
23-year-old Catherine is mainly interested in Facebook and
flirting, but she reluctantly takes a job at a local care home after
her mother puts her foot down - and soon discovers that her new
workplace contains many secrets. One of the residents at the
home, 82-year-old Rose, is convinced that something sinister is
going on in Room 7 and that her own life is under threat. But
Rose has dementia - so what does she actually know, and who
would believe her anyway?
Mystery
TP
$24.99

JOHN THE PUPIL
FLUSFEDER, David
“John the Pupil is a medieval road movie, Umberto Eco seen
through the eyes of Quentin Tarrantino, recounting the journey
taken from Oxford to Viterbo in 1267 by John and his two
companions, at the behest of the friar and magus Roger Bacon,
carrying a secret burden to His Holiness Clement IV. As well as
having to fight off ambushes from thieves hungry for the thing of
power they are carrying, the holy trio are tried and tempted by all
sorts of sins: ambition, pride, lust - and by the sheer hell and
heaven of medieval life.” – Publisher’s blurb
Historical fiction
PBK
$19.99

BRYANT & MAY AND THE BLEEDING
HEART
FOWLER, Christopher
It’s a fresh start for the Met’s oddest investigation team, the Peculiar
Crimes Unit. Their first case involves two teenagers who see a dead
man rising from his grave in a London park. And if that’s not
alarming enough, one of them is killed in a hit and run accident.
Stranger still, in the moments between when he was last seen alive
and found dead on the pavement, someone has changed his shirt.
Much to his frustration, Arthur Bryant is not allowed to investigate.
Instead, he has been tasked with finding out how someone could
have stolen the ravens from the Tower of London. The next in the
series is Bryant & May and the Burning Man (HC, $45.00).
Mystery
PBK
$2 2.99

REICHSBANK ROBBERY
FULTON, Colin
In February 1945 the US Air Force launched their largest day time
bombing raid on Berlin and the Reichsbank, Germany’s state bank,
received 21 direct hits. This left the building badly damaged, its
vaults unsafe and most of its contents at risk. The German authorities
made the decision to take most of the Reichsbank’s treasure away
and hide it for safekeeping. Some $200M US in gold bars, weighing
around 200 tons, plus paper currency reserves, as well as a great deal
of foreign currency was sent in trains from Berlin to secret hiding
places around the Reich. Much of this treasure disappeared. It was
stolen or captured, mainly by American troops and the SS. Colin
Fulton has woven a plot around one such robbery that includes the
secret German squadron KG200 that flew captured allied aircraft,
renegade Russian soldiers and a group of desperate Germans all
anxious to escape the collapsing Third Reich.
Mystery
TP
$24.99

Crime & Mystery March 2015
AMISH COUNTY 09: WHISKERS OF A LION
GAUS, Paul L.
Mystery

TP

$29.95

light. Then an eccentric member of a Final Death Society has the
temerity to die on his study floor. Finally Sidney Grice and
March Middleton have an investigation to mount.
Mystery
PBK
$17.99

DEATH UNDER A TUSCAN SUN
GIUTTARI, Michele
In his dark and foetid prison cell, serial killer Daniele de Robertis
plans his retribution. The betrayals he has suffered haunt his dreams
until, one night, he escapes. In a small, beautiful village in the
Tuscan countryside a prominent lawyer and his wife are murdered.
As the police inspect the scene they find nine terrifying photographs:
nine women, slaughtered. It is Florentine Police Chief Michele
Ferrara’s worst nightmare: a case involving the untouchable men and
women at the top of Italian society, a dark and powerful cult which
knows no bounds, and mounting victims.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

SOIL
KORNEGAY, Jamie
An idealistic environmental scientist moves his wife and young
son off the grid, to a stretch of river bottom farmland in the
Mississippi hills, hoping to position himself at the forefront of a
revolution in agriculture. Within a year, he is ruined. When a
corpse appears on his family’s property, the farmer is convinced
he’s being set up. And so begins a journey into a maze of
misperceptions and personal obsessions, as the farmer, his nowestranged wife, a predatory deputy, and a backwoods wanderer,
all try to uphold a personal sense of honour.
Fiction
TP
$29.99

FISHBOWL
GLASS, Matthew
As a gifted Ivy League student, Andrei Koss hit upon an idea that
would revolutionise social networking and move it on by a
generation. Enlisting the help of his best friends, Ben and Kevin,
he turned their dorm room into an operations base, where flashes
of creative brilliance and all-night-coding sessions led to the
creation of Fishbowl. He is now the 21-year-old CEO of a multibillion-dollar empire. But its immense power has many uses, and
some will stop at nothing to get a piece of it.
Thriller
TP
$29.99

THE PORT FAIRY MURDERS
GOTT, Robert
The sequel to The Holiday Murders (TP, $29.95), an historical
crime novel set in 1943 in the newly formed Homicide
department of Victoria Police, also centres on the fascist groups
that festered in Australia both before and during the war,
particularly an organisation called Australia First. The Homicide
team, which includes Detective Joe Sable and Constable Helen
Lord, is trying to track down a man named George Starling.
Starling is a dangerous loose end from an earlier investigation.
Then, they are called to investigate a double murder in Port Fairy.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

PBK

$19.99

WE ARE PIRATES
HANDLER, Daniel
It is the twenty-first century and a crew of pirates is terrorizing
the San Francisco Bay. Phil is a husband, a father, a struggling
radio producer, and the owner of a large condo with a view of the
water. But he’d like to be a rebel and a fortune hunter. Gwen is
his daughter. She’s fourteen. She’s a student, a swimmer, and a
best friend. But she’d like to be an adventurer and an outlaw. Phil
teams up with his young, attractive assistant. They head for the
open road, attending a conference to seal a deal. Gwen teams up
with a new, fierce friend and some restless souls. They head for
the sea, stealing a boat to hunt for treasure.
Fiction
TP
$29.99

SEABSTIEN ST CYR 09: WHY KINGS CONFESS
HARRIS, C.S.
Historical mystery

PBK

$19.95

THE ABDUCTION
HOLT, Jonathan
Mystery

PBK

$17.99

THE GREEN MUSE
HUNTER, Jesse Prichard
Belle Epoque Paris: “”This morning I was called upon to photograph
the dead again.” So begins the story of Edouard Mas, a
photographer’s assistant with a detective’s soul. His job is to take
pictures of corpses before they are carted off to the Paris Morgue. If
the bodies are unidentified, they will be put behind glass for the
whole city to view. Edouard begins to come across more and more
bodies stripped of their identification and laid out in methodical
poses, and he knows he is dealing with those who dabble in the ‘art’
of death. Edouard’s investigation takes him from the sterile halls of
La Salpetriere to the opulent, smoke-filled soirees of high society,
but he must do everything in his power to stop the artists of death,
before they go after somebody he loves ...” – Publisher’s blurb
Historical mystery
PBK
$26.95

$14.99

THE HUMAN FLIES
LAHLUM, Hans Olav
Oslo, 1968. Ambitious young detective Inspector Kolbjorn
Kristiansen is called to an apartment block where a man has been
found murdered. The victim, Harald Olesen, was a legendary
hero of the Resistance during the Nazi occupation.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

THE SECOND DEADLY SIN
LARSSON, Asa
At the end of a deadly bear hunt across the wilderness of
Northern Sweden, the successful hunters are shaken by a grisly
discovery. Across in Kurravaara, a woman is murdered with
frenzied brutality: crude abuse scrawled above her bloodied bed,
her young grandson nowhere to be found. Only Rebecka
Martinsson sees a connection.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

KILL FEE

THE LAST HONEYTRAP

HALL, M.R.
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

LEE, Louise
“Meet Florence Love, Private Investigator. Beautiful, brilliant,
intuitive. (Well, someone’s got to have self-belief.) She’s always on
the ball and plays by the rules because she knows this game inside
out. Rule one: Private Investigators follow cheating spouses. Rule
two: Private investigators need a sidekick to make them sushi. Rule
three: never fall for the Target .But when the Target happens to be
Scott ‘Scat’ Delaney, award-winning jazz superstar and sexiest man
on the planet, the rule book goes out of the window. And speaking of
windows, why does Florence get the feeling someone might, in fact,
be watching her.” – Publisher’s blurb
Romantic suspense
TP
$29.99

CAMILLE
LEMATIRE, Pierre
Anne Forestier finds herself in the wrong place at the wrong time
when she is trapped in the middle of a bank robbery. Shot three
times, she is lucky to survive - and morbidly unlucky to
remember the face of her assailant. Followed home from her
hospital bed, Anne is in grave danger. But one thing stands in her
favour - a dangerously vengeful partner, carrying the scars of
devastating loss, who will break all the rules to protect the
woman he loves: Commandant Camille Verhoeven.
Mystery
TP
$29.99

THE PEENEMUNDE DECEPTIONS
MCDERMOTT, James
Peenemunde: windswept corner of the Third Reich and birthplace of
the space age: Otto Fischer, a severely wounded Luftwaffe officer
and former criminal investigator, is summoned to solve a seemingly
incomprehensible case: the murder of a leading rocket engineer
during an air raid. With only days until the SS assume control of the
production of a remarkable new weapon, Fischer must find a
perpetrator from among several thousand scientists, technicians,
soldiers and forced labourers. What at first appears to be a solitary
crime draws him into a labyrinth of conspiracy, betrayal and treason.
Mystery
TP
$29.95

TRUST IN ME

HURLEY, Graham
Jimmy Suttle has barely got his feet under the desk at his new job.
Having flown in the face of his superiors on his first big case he now
finds himself trying to track down a random, hugely skilled killer
before another innocent dies and before the media tear the force apart.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

MCKENZIE, Sophie
Julia has always been the friend that Livy turns to when life is
difficult. United fifteen years ago by grief at the brutal murder of
Livy’s sister, Kara, they’ve always told each other everything. Or
so Livy thought. So when Julia is found dead in her home, Livy
cannot come to terms with the news that she chose to end her
own life. Troubled by doubt but alone in her suspicions, Livy sets
out to prove that Julia was in fact murdered. But little does she
realise that digging into her best friend’s private life will cause
her to question everything she thought she knew about Julia.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

FIELDS OF GLORY

THE RAVEN’S HEAD

JECKS, Michael
The year is 1346 and King Edward III is restless. Despite earlier
victories his army has still not achieved a major breakthrough and
the French crown remains intact. Determined to bring France under
English rule and the French army to its knees he has regrouped and
planned a new route of attack. And on the beaches of Normandy his
men now mass, ready to march through France to victory.
Historical fiction
PBK
$19.99

MAITLAND, Karen
Vincent is an apprentice librarian who stumbles upon a secret
powerful enough to destroy his master. With the foolish
arrogance of youth, he attempts blackmail but the attempt fails
and Vincent finds himself on the run and in possession of an
intricately carved silver raven’s head. Vincent tries to palm it off
on the intimidating Lord Sylvain - unbeknown to Vincent, a
powerful Alchemist with an all-consuming quest.
Paranormal historical thriller TP
$29.99

TOUCHING DISTANCE

THE CURSE OF THE HOUSE OF FOSKETT
KASASIAN, M.R.C.
Sidney Grice, of 125 Gower Street, is London’s premier personal
detective. But since his last case (The Mangle Street Murders,
$19.99) led an innocent man to the gallows, business has been

CALL OF THE WILDE 03:
HORSE OF A DIFFERENT KILLER
MORRIGAN, Laura
Mystery

PBK

$19.95

MURTHY, Vasudev
1893: Two years after Watson concluded that Holmes and
Moriarty died at the Reichenbach Falls, he receives a letter
postmarked Yokohama, Japan. Inside is a note in Holmes’s hand:
“Watson, I need you. My violin, please. S.H.” Also enclosed is a
first-class ticket for a merchant ship bound from Liverpool to
Yokohama. Aboard the boat, Watson finds an oddball assortment
of passengers, including his Japanese suitemate, Kazushi
Hasimoto, who’s murdered during the voyage.
Sherlockiana
TP
$29.95

HALE, Rebecca
Mystery

THE BURNING

STRUGATSKY, Boris & Arkady
“When Inspector Peter Glebsky arrives at the remote ski chalet on
vacation, the last thing he intends to do is get involved in any police
work. But as the chalet fills up, strange things start happening - and
then an avalanche blocks the mountain pass, so they’re stuck. Which
is just about when they find the corpse. Meaning that Glebksy’s
vacation is over and he’s embarked on the most unusual
investigation he’s ever been involved with. In this late novel from the
legendary Russian sci-fi duo - here in its first-ever English
translation - the Strugatskys gleefully upend the plot of many a
Hercule Poirot mystery - and the result is much funnier, and much
stranger, than anything Agatha Christie ever wrote.” – Publisher’s
blurb
Mystery
TP
$32.95

LACKBERG, Camilla
Mystery collection

LAUKKANEN, Owen
Thriller
$19.95

THE DEAD MOUNTAINEER’S INN

MISHANI, D.A.
A suspicious device is found inside a suitcase near a nursery in
Holon, Tel Aviv. The children are taken to safety; a man is
caught fleeing the scene. Then comes the phone call: ‘the suitcase
is only the beginning.’ And it is. Chaim Sara’s son is glad not to
be at nursery that day. He has been bullied - there are bruises.
Chaim, taking care of both his children since the sudden absence
of his wife, watches with anticipation as the police search for
clues. Then Inspector Avraham is thrust into the investigation,
still haunted by the failure of his last case.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SHERLOCK HOLMES,
THE MISSING YEARS: JAPAN

CATS AND CURIOS 06:
HOW TO CATCH A CAT
PBK

POSSIBILITY OF VIOLENCE

THE SCENT OF ALMONDS AND OTHER
STORIES
PBK

MEDIEVAL MURDERERS
Historical mystery

PBK

$24.99

DEVEREAUX’S DIME STORE 04:
DYING FOR A CUPCAKE
SWANSON, Denise
Mystery

A FIRST DATE WITH DEATH
ORGAIN, Diana
What was Georgia thinking? Sure, some cad ditched her at the altar,
but can she really find love on TV? Her best friend—and producer of
the reality show “Love or Money”—thinks so. Ten men. Ten
adventure-filled dates. What can go wrong? For starters, a faulty
bungee cord that hurls Georgia’s first date into a tragic spiral off the
Golden Gate Bridge. He’s replaced by Paul Sanders, Georgia’s
former fiance. But the cop isn’t looking for a TV gig. Suspecting that
the lover’s leap was no accident, Paul’s going undercover. When
another bachelor gets a fatal kiss-off, the reality is that someone has
killer new plans for the show - and for Georgia. A series debut.
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

PBK

$19.95

THE SILENT BOY
TAYLOR, Andrew
Paris, 1792. Terror reigns as the city writhes in the grip of
revolution. Edward Savill, working in London as agent for a
wealthy American, receives word that his estranged wife Augusta
has been killed in France. She leaves behind ten-year-old Charles,
who is brought to England to Charnwood Court, a house in the
country leased by a group of émigré refugees. Savill is sent to
retrieve the boy, though it proves easier to reach Charnwood than
to leave. “An excellent work.” - C J Sansom
Historical thriller
PBK
$19.99

BLOOD, WINE AND CHOCOLATE
THOMAS, Julie
“A blackly comic murder mystery involving very expensive wine
and an overdose of chilli chocolate. Hidden away in a witness
protection programme on an idyllic island vineyard in New Zealand,
Vinnie Whitney-Ross could be forgiven for thinking he has escaped
the clutches of the childhood friend - a ruthless London mobster - he
helped convict for a gruesome double murder. But old grudges die
hard, cops are bent, and the finest wines and chocolates find new and
unexpected uses when Vinnie’s present runs headlong into his secret
past.” – Publisher’s blurb
Mystery
TP
29.99

THE ACCIDENT
PAVONE, Chris
In New York City, literary agent, Isabel Reed, frantically turns the
pages of a manuscript into the early dawn hours. A manuscript printed out, hand-delivered, totally anonymous - is full of shocking
revelations and disturbing truths, things which could compromise
national security. In Copenhagen, Hayden Gray, a veteran CIA
station chief has been steadfastly monitoring the dangers that abound
in Europe. Even if his bosses aren’t paying attention, he’s determined
to stay vigilant. And he’s also on the trail of this manuscript - and the
secrets that lie at its heart. As Isabel and Hayden try to outwit each
other, the nameless author watches on from afar. This is an excellent
thriller – recommended.
Thriller
PBK
$19.99

MAMUR ZAPT 18:
THE MOUTH OF THE CROCODILE
PEARCE, Michael
Historical mystery

HC

$46.95

MURDER AT CAPE THREE POINTS
QUARTEY, Kwei
A canoe washes up at a Ghanaian off-shore oil rig site. Inside it
are the bodies of a prominent, wealthy couple, who have been
ritualistically murdered. Detective Inspector Darko Dawson of
the Accra police force is sent out to Cape Three Points to
investigate. The more he learns about the case, the more
convoluted it becomes. Three Points has long been occupied by
traditional fishing populations, but real estate entrepreneurs and
wealthy oil companies have been trying to bribe the indigenous
inhabitants to move out.
Mystery
TP
$29.95

SEA OF STONE
RIDPATH, Michael
Mystery

PBK

$19.99

PBK

$19.99

THE HEIST
SILVA, Daniel
Thriller

THE UNFORGIVEN
SLATER, Sean
It is late at night when Detective Jacob Striker receives a call to
investigate a disturbance at a bus depot in downtown Vancouver.
On arrival, he discovers a bus in flames and the fire department
battling to control the blaze. When they finally put the fire out,
Striker discovers the body of a woman he once worked with, a
police officer from the force.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

A WEE MURDER IN MY SHOP

THE FALSE VIRGIN

(Continued)

STEWART, Fran
While on a transatlantic hunt for some authentic wares to sell at her
shop, Peggy is looking to forget her troubles by digging through the
hidden treasures of the Scottish Highlands. With so many enchanting
items on sale, Peggy can’t resist buying a beautiful old tartan shawl.
But once she wraps it around her shoulders, she discovers that her
purchase comes with a hidden fee: the spectre of a fourteenth-century
Scotsman. Unsure if her Highland fling was real or a product of an
overactive imagination, Peggy returns home to Vermont, only to find
the dead body of her ex-boyfriend on the floor of her shop. When the
police chief arrests Peggy’s cousin based on some incriminating
evidence, Peggy decides to ask her haunting Scottish companion to
help figure out who really committed the crime. A series debut.
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

EAST OF INNOCENCE
THORNE, David
When an old childhood friend visits Daniel Connell, asking for
his help with a case of police brutality, Daniel wants nothing to
do with it. But obligations are obligations, and he soon finds
himself on the wrong end of police attention, and dragged into
the shady business of a local gangster. But there is far more at
stake than he could ever have anticipated - including the mystery
of what happened to his mother, who disappeared months after he
was born. The next in the series is Nothing Sacred (TP, $29.99).
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

SECOND LIFE
WATSON, S.J.
When Julia learns that her sister has been violently killed, she
knows she must get to the bottom of things. Even if it means
jeopardising her relationship with her husband and risking the
safety of her son. Getting involved with a stranger online. Losing
control. Perhaps losing everything. Recommended!
Thriller
TP
$29.99

A LOVELY WAY TO BURN
WELSH, Louise
A lethal pandemic is rapidly sweeping the globe. London is a city
in crisis, but Stevie Flint is convinced that the sudden death of
her boyfriend, Simon, was not from natural causes. Stevie’s
search for Simon’s killer takes her deep into the underworld of
the dying city and into a race with death.
Mystery
PBK
$19.99

YOU WILL NEVER FIND ME
WILSON, Robert
“You will never find me”. When Charlie Boxer reads this note from
his daughter in her empty room, the words only reinforce what he
already knows: he’s always got his priorities wrong. Boxer’s work in
high stakes kidnap and recovery has taken him to places from which
no man returns unscathed. And Amy has been around enough police
business to plan the perfect disappearing act. But what Amy doesn’t
realise - and Boxer knows only too well - is how quickly a life can
fall apart when living under the radar. Charlie Boxer first appears in
Capital Punishment ($19.99).
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

STEALING PEOPLE
WILSON, Robert
London, January 2014. In the space of 32 hours, in a wellplanned and highly organized operation, six billionaires’ children
are taken off the streets of London in a series of slickly wellexecuted kidnaps. The gang demands £25 million per hostage for
‘expenses’ - not ransom. And when your child goes missing, you
need Charles Boxer: a man with little left to lose who’ll stop at
nothing to save families suffering what he has.
Suspense
TP
$29.99

A DANGEROUS PLACE
WINSPEAR, Jacqueline
The latest Maise Dobbs mystery.
Mystery
HC

$44.95

PARADE
YOSHIDA, Shuichi
Four twenty-somethings share an apartment in Tokyo. In the
next-door apartment something disturbing is going on. And
outside, in the streets around their apartment block, there is
violence in the air.
Suspense
PBK
$19.99

